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The average length of time before an RV campground is put up for sale is just seven years-and
as it turns out, there's a good reason for that. While campers are out to experience fresh air,
bucolic surroundings and the easy-going camaraderie of fellow travelers, the people who create
that environment are often over-worked, under-paid and stressed out. And to make matters
worse, their efforts are too readily dismissed as just "renting dirt."This first-hand narrative
describes one couple's journey from wide-eyed occasional campers to full-time owners of a
medium-sized RV campground in the Shenandoah Valley. Buying in early 2013, as the
campground industry was just regaining its feet after the Great Recession, the Zipser family
soon realized that their biggest challenge wasn't managing the property-it was managing the
people involved with it: campers with diverse and often unrealistic expectations, a franchise
system led by a brain trust with minimal boots-on-the-ground experience, and a transient
workforce with employees stuck on the bottom rung of the economic ladder.

"Needs to be read by anyone who is thinking of starting or buying a campground, and for any
RVer to better understand and appreciate all the work that goes into running one." --Chuck
Woodbury, RVtravel.com--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorPrior to
being a campground owner I worked for nearly 30 years in the newspaper industry, starting as a
reporter on a couple of Long Island community weeklies that paid 10 cents a column inch-an
unfortunate practice that discouraged concise writing, a habit which required years to overcome.
From there I worked my way up the journalistic food chain, parts of which no longer exist: The
Myrtle Beach Sun-News, The Phoenix Gazette, the New Times in Phoenix, The Roanoke Times
& World News, The Wall Street Journal and Barron's. I then segued into another dying institution,
organized labor, by becoming editor of The Guild Reporter, former official publication of The
Newspaper Guild. Although I specialized in long-form journalism, writing stories and
investigative pieces that sometimes exceeded five thousand words, Renting Dirt is my first book.
It's a modest effort, but depending on how it's received, I may attempt another. Meanwhile, my
wife, Carin, and I live in Staunton, VA, just a few miles from the campground described in this
book and within spitting distance of our two grandsons, Anthony and Matthew. Thus far, no
spitting has been involved. Anyone wishing to follow my writing can find my blog at www.renting-
dirt.com. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Dedicated to my wife, Carin, without whom none of this would have happened; and to both of
our dads, because Carin thinks they would have gotten a kick out of it all.Renting DirtAn
Unfertilized (no BS) Look at What it Takes to Runa Campground and RV ParkAndy
ZipserCopyright 2021 by Andrew ZipserThank you for downloading this ebook. This book
remains the copyrighted property of the author and may not be redistributed to others for
commercial purposes. If you enjoyed this book, please encourage your friends to download their
own copy from their favorite authorized retailer. Thank you for your support.Library of Congress
Control Number: 2021916781Inquiries may be emailed to: azipser@renting-dirt.comOr write to:
Mint Spring Publishing, P.O. Box 114, Mint Spring, VA 24463Advance praiseUntil I read Renting
Dirt, I didn’t think much about owning an RV park. I pretty much took it for granted that it was a
fairly straightforward process—buy or build the park, maintain it, price a campsite fairly, and
promote it. The customers will come. But no, it’s a whole lot more than that.Nobody in the
campground industry, to my knowledge, has ever written as candidly about how much work is
involved in operating an RV park. If they have, I’ve never seen it. Andy’s book is an eye-opener.
Anyone thinking of building or buying an RV park should absolutely read this book before they
get very far into the process. I believe some would-be buyers think that operating such a
business is a way to earn a good living in the outdoors, maybe experience nature, meet nice
people and be their own boss. Yes, that’s part of it.But, as I have learned from Renting Dirt, it can
be very difficult and, at times, exhausting work, physically, mentally and emotionally. And as
Andy points out, pleasing campers can be maddening—even impossible, at times. My fellow
RVers should read this book; they’ll have a whole new appreciation for the owners and operators
of the parks where they stay.I would never think a book on this subject could be a page-turner,
but it is. I had a hard time putting it down.—Chuck
Woodbury,Publisher,ContentsGlossaryIntroductionCHAPTER 1: Oh captain, my
captainCHAPTER 2: A little slice of heavenCHAPTER 3: Sometimes, it is skin deepCHAPTER 4:
The customer is not always rightCHAPTER 5: A walk on the dark sideCHAPTER 6: One big,
happy familyCHAPTER 7: Spitting out the yellow Kool AidCHAPTER 8: It takes a
villageCHAPTER 9: The Disney-fication of campingCHAPTER 10: Whip-sawed by the
pandemicCHAPTER 11: Throwing in the towelAfterwordOn a personal noteGlossaryNon-
campers may be unfamiliar with some of the terms and acronyms in this book, so here’s a short
reference guide. The RVers in the crowd can readily skip this section.ARVC: the slightly awkward
acronym for the National Association of RV Parks and Campgrounds, the only U.S. and
Canadian trade group representing campground owners and operators.ATV: All-Terrain Vehicle,
usually a four-wheeled off-road vehicle that, paradoxically, does not have a crash protection
system and partly for that reason is not street-legal.FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions.GIS:
Government Information System mapping, an invaluable online resource for anyone wanting to
understand land ownership and uses.RV: short for “recreational vehicle,” which can include both



towables (fifth-wheels, travel trailers and pop-ups) and driveables (classes A, B and C, plus pick-
up campers and roof-top carriers).—Fifth-wheel: a trailer with a goose-neck hitch that fits into
the bed of a pick-up truck.—Travel trailer: a more conventional trailer, with a hitch that fits onto
the ball of a receiving hitch mounted to a tow vehicle.—Pop-up: a travel trailer with canvas sides
whose roof can be raised when camping and lowered when traveling, creating a low profile.—
Class A: motor coaches, resembling large buses.—Class B: converted vans, ranging in size from
a regular cargo van to 24-foot “touring coaches” with extended ceilings.—Class C: midway
between class A and class B motorhomes, these are RVs built on a cutaway chassis that allows
access from the cab and are readily recognizable by the over-the-cab protrusion of the living
space.—Pick-up Camper: a camper that slides into the bed of a pick-up truck, with an over-the-
cab extension similar to those on class C’s.Boondocking: RV camping, usually on public land,
without utility hook-ups.Franchise: a right or license granted by a company (in this context either
Jellystone or KOA) to a business to use its logo, trademark and brand name in exchange for up-
front franchise fees and a percentage of the business’s income.Full-timers: RVers who live year-
round in their RVs, and who may or may not still own a “sticks-and-bricks” house that they use as
a home base.Seasonal sites: RV sites that are reserved for a month (or more) at a time,
sometimes as summer vacation homes, sometimes for short-term housing by students, itinerant
workers, traveling nurses and other nomads.Single-wide and double-wide: house trailers
manufactured off-site and towed to their location in 12-foot wide sections, two sections pieced
together comprising a double-wide.Slide-outs: sometimes finicky RV room extenders that slide
out on rails, incorporated into just about every RV manufactured these days other than pop-ups,
Class Bs and Airstream trailers.Snowbirds: RVers—often full-timers—who travel with the
seasons, heading north in the summers to escape the heat and south in the winter to get away
from the snow.IntroductionIn the past decade, the allure of hopping into a home on wheels and
taking it just about anywhere has exploded worldwide, but especially here in the United States. A
pastime once associated with retired old white people has blossomed across all ages and
income levels, attracting new interest from non-white couples and families as well. Millennials
and GenX-ers who can work remotely have discovered that there is an alternative to being stuck
in a cramped or expensive apartment—as long as they can get a good wi-fi connection. And as if
all that weren’t enough, the Covid-19 pandemic opened a lot of people’s eyes to the travel and
vacation possibilities of a lifestyle that allows virtually total social distancing, complete with
private bathroom, kitchen, bedroom, and an unparalleled ventilation system known as the Great
Outdoors.All those campers and their RVs (not to mention the hordes who don’t want or can’t
afford an RV, but who want to go tent camping or to rent a cabin) have to go somewhere. For
some, that means heading into the backcountry, on foot or in a four-wheeler, tenting or
boondocking on land overseen by the Bureau of Land Management. For others it means
ferreting out a site in a federal or state park or forest, where there’s room for privacy but
amenities (such as decent wi-fi or a sewer connection) are severely limited.And some significant
percentage, with deeper pockets or less taste for adventure or a bigger desire for creature



comforts, will look for accommodations at a commercial campground.This book is a personal
look at that last option: commercial campgrounds as a business and what it takes to run them,
as well as their customers and what they expect and demand.Back in 2011, when my wife and I
first started looking into buying an RV park, the campground business was just emerging from
the battering it had absorbed in the Great Recession. Mom-and-pop campgrounds were a
sleepy backwater in the hospitality industry, a relatively cheap way to have a vacation in the
great outdoors. They still can be—I don’t mean to overstate the case— but in recent years,
demand has grown so much that it sometimes outstrips supply, putting upward pressure on
prices. That, in turn, has attracted growing interest from investors seeking the next big thing, with
all but the smallest campgrounds getting targeted by monied interests—who, in turn, push
prices even higher.This outpouring of camping interest, ginned up by ever more pervasive
marketing images of smiling families gathered around a campfire, toasting marshmallows and
hot dogs, is crowding facilities, stressing staffs and overwhelming the environment that’s
ostensibly being celebrated. Meanwhile, the Great Outdoors ain’t what it used to be, either,
thanks to accelerating climate change and extreme weather on one hand, and the relentless
Disney-fication of campgrounds themselves on the other.One can’t be immersed in this world
without being affected by these developments. Some campground owners, and we know quite a
few, have grown bitter and cynical over the years. At the other end of the spectrum are those—
often long-timers, whose lives are fully invested in their properties—who deny the changes
going on around them and retreat into a strained optimism. My wife and I are much closer to the
former, but like to think we escaped before we sank too deep into the morass. The reader can
decide whether we succeeded.This book, then, is also a description of our transformation, from
wide-eyed entrepreneurs risking their life’s savings to the somewhat jaundiced veterans of a
demanding consumer culture that we are today. We learned a lot along the way, about ourselves
as much as about the world we live in. Others who might be contemplating a similar journey—as
many RVers have wistfully shared with us—may find our experiences instructive, either as a
user’s manual or as a cautionary note. And those who merely wish to enjoy a campground
without owning one may at least understand why there’s more to this business than merely
“renting a piece of dirt,” as some have dismissively summarized it.—September 2021Chapter 1:
Oh captain, my captainThe pounding came after 10 p.m., when I was already in my pajamas and
about to go to bed. It was January and cold outside, and my immediate response was one of
irritation. “Who the hell could that be?” I asked my wife as I strode to the door and pulled it
open.Standing outside the storm door, bundled up against the drifting snow, was someone I
couldn’t recognize holding up a fragmentary piece of metal that reflected the porch light. “I’m
sorry to bother you,” he started, voice muffled by the scarf wrapped around his head, “but I’ve
never had this happen to me before.” I peered closer. What he was holding looked like half of a
door key.“Me neither,” I replied, opening the storm door to let him in. “Me neither.”EIGHTEEN
MONTHS EARLIER, sitting in a motel conference room in Tennessee with a couple of dozen
other prospective campground owners, the last thing on my mind was the possibility that for



almost a decade my life would cease to be my own. My wife, Carin, and I were attending a two-
day seminar hosted by Darrell Hess, a real estate broker who specializes in campgrounds and
RV parks. His job was to educate us on the complexities of buying a campground, and ideally
also to move some of his own inventory. Ours was to learn as much as we could about an
industry and a lifestyle that we’d experienced only as consumers—as “campers,” although we’d
eventually learn that the label is too amorphous to be meaningful.But even that experience was
limited. Years earlier, when our younger daughter was in her early teens, we’d borrowed a class
C motorhome from Carin’s dad, and later another from a friend, to tour the Midwest and up into
Canada. We’d gone as far west as Devil’s Tower and as far east as the Bay of Fundy, explored
the Wisconsin Dells and stumbled across the House on the Rock, followed the Laura Ingalls
Wilder trail and watched the live outdoor presentation of her life held every July in Walnut Grove,
Minnesota. Little did we anticipate the connection that would run from Walnut Grove to Walnut
Hills, Virginia, some 20 years later.And as we traveled, we did what so many RVing couples do:
we’d sit around a campfire, wine glasses in hand, and listen to the crickets and tree frogs. We’d
look at the night sky, and the fireflies winking at us from the surrounding woods. We’d breathe in
the crisp air and relax into the evening and then say to each other, somewhat wistfully, “Wouldn’t
it be neat to actually own a place like this?”Oh, those crazy kids.The years passed, and then a
couple of decades. We eventually bought a small pop-up, and then graduated to a small travel
trailer and went on more limited excursions, to the Outer Banks or to the Smokies. But my job as
editor of a union publication didn’t give me the kind of time off required for more far-flung
adventures, and in any case, Carin was growing ever less keen on long road trips. The memory
of those lazy fireside musings grew faint, then disappeared from consciousness altogether—for
me. Not so for Carin.One evening, in late 2011, I announced that I had decided to retire. Not right
away, not for several months, but soon. I was about to become fully vested in my defined benefit
pension plan, and at 64 I’d be old enough to start claiming early Social Security benefits, so we’d
have enough to live on. I had grown weary of the commute from our home in the northern
Virginia suburb of Manassas to downtown Washington, D.C. And truth be told, my employer at
the Newspaper Guild— tiring of my constant resistance to making our union’s in-house
newspaper a propaganda sheet—was eager to show me the door, anyway. It looked like a win-
win to me.Carin had other thoughts. “What are you going to do with yourself?” she asked.“What
do you mean?” I replied.“Well, how are you going to spend your days? What will you be doing
once you don’t have to go to an office every day?”“Oh,” I replied airily, “there are lots of things I
could get into. Maybe I’ll try a little freelancing. And now that I’ve set up a woodworking shop in
the garage, I thought I’d try my hand at making furniture—perhaps doll furniture, to go with the
doll clothes you’ve been sewing. There are bicycle trips I could take. And don’t forget my work as
an EMT and volunteer firefighter— that requires constant training. I don’t think I’ll have any
trouble staying busy.”That’s what I said, but mostly what Carin heard was “bicycle trips.” In her
mind that signaled an unending procession of ever longer absences, bicycle trips to be
augmented by backpacking excursions, both of which would take me progressively ever farther



afield. Our small travel trailer, once a means of mutual escape from the pressures and tedium of
daily life, would become my magic carpet out of our house—and therefore out of her
homebound existence. Carin was about to become a wanderer’s widow and she didn’t like it one
bit, and so an alternative had to be found.Which, a few days later, she advanced over dinner. “Do
you remember,” she asked, gazing over the top of her glass of Beaujolais in a presumably
unconscious reprise of that decades-old musing, “how we used to sit around a campfire and tell
each other how neat it would be to own a place like that? Well, how about . . . .”And so here we
were, with just that slender a foundation on which to build a future, listening to Darrell Hess extol
the many attractions of owning a campground as he demystified the ins-and-outs of
campground pricing and financing. Owning a campground means owning your own future, he
explained—you make your own hours and answer to no one but yourself, and you get out of it
what you put in. How many jobs can you find in which you directly reap the rewards of your
efforts, in which every day is unlike the one before it or the one after, in which you can build a
legacy for your kids and grandkids?But buying and selling a campground is a fraught business,
Darrell added, mostly because no one knows what they’re doing. The biggest purchase most
people have ever made was to buy a home, which in most cases meant working in an
established marketplace. But with campgrounds? Most campground owners have never sold a
campground. Most campground buyers have never bought a campground. Most bankers have
never had a campground in their portfolios and have no idea how to assess the risk of financing
one, and most bank appraisers have never appraised a campground and have little clue as to
how it should be valued.Talk about the blind leading the blind!Fortunately, Darrell had a formula.
Even better, Darrell was (and is) a licensed broker who could help us, the potential buyers,
properly evaluate a property so we wouldn’t lose our shirts—even as he educated sellers on how
to value their campgrounds, a role I didn’t properly appreciate until much later, when we
repeatedly encountered buyers with over-the-moon price expectations. (Meanwhile, the inherent
conflict of interest in having a broker represent both sides of a transaction never occurred to us,
but we were fortunate that our first deep dive into the business was with an honest one; some
others we encountered later were not as scrupulous.)What are you paying for when you buy a
campground? Darrell would ask rhetorically. Is it the land? The improvements? The existing
customer base? Room for expansion? Lack of competition?All those things are not unimportant,
especially as you evaluate a property’s future potential—but what you’re paying for is cash flow.
And for reasons too esoteric to expand on here, having to do with capitalization rates and
investment risk, Darrell’s formula generally required a campground’s selling price to fall within a
range of three to four times annual gross revenue. Did the campground pull in $200,000 last
year? Then it shouldn’t cost more than $600,000 to $800,000 this year, and at that level of
revenue, probably closer to the low end. Is a campground listed for $3 million? It’d better have at
least $750,000 on the books for last year.That rule of thumb became a cardinal principle for us in
the months ahead. But at that moment, sitting in a motel conference room and nodding our
heads in agreement with Darrell’s expanding line of financial logic, it belatedly struck me that we



were talking about really serious money. When we bought our house in Manassas, more than a
decade earlier, Carin got sweaty palms over a purchase price of $165,000. Now we were
contemplating spending multiples of that for a business that we did not understand, with no idea
of how we were going to raise the 25% down-payment that was the bare minimum required, and
even less idea of how we were going to finance the rest.And for what? Because as it soon also
became obvious, living year-round on a campground is very different from camping in one for a
few days or a week, and very, very different from living in a three-bedroom home in suburbia with
sheet-rocked walls and a foundation. As Darrell flipped through case study after study of sales
he had brokered, it was clear that very few campgrounds provided substantial living quarters for
owners or managers. Most offered single- or double-wide trailers; some actually relied on fifth-
wheels for housing. Lacking adequate insulation and often marked by shoddy construction,
house trailers are cold in winter, hot in summer and dusty just about all the time if the
campground has gravel roads, as many do.But not to worry! As Darrell also explained, buying a
campground also means buying a lifestyle—and that lifestyle is not one of brick homes with
white picket fences. It means walking to work instead of commuting, of working outdoors instead
of in a stuffy office building, of having ready access to amenities that only a sliver of the general
population can afford, like a swimming pool and weekend concerts and fishing in your own lake.
It means relating to people who are out to have a good time rather than stressed out co-workers
and urban dwellers.In other words, in addition to being in control of your own life instead of
having it controlled by others, owning a campground means living a life that others can only
envy. Campground ownership, when you got right down to it, is the American dream distilled to
its very essence. Viva la vida!I GESTURED TO OUR VISITOR to sit in our living room, then
asked him to explain what was going on. Unwrapping his head scarf, he once again held up the
partial key as he said, “I don’t know what happened. I put the key in the lock and turned it, and it
just snapped off.”“You can’t get in?” I asked, still unwilling to believe what I was seeing.“No, we
can’t. The lock is jammed. We got in earlier with no trouble, but after we unloaded the car we
went out to dinner— and then this happened,” he said. “My girlfriend is out in the car right now,
but we’re cold and tired and can’t get our things, and we have no place to go. I don’t know what
to do.”“That’s okay—that’s what we’re here for,” I said, as cheerily as I could muster. “We’ll get
you some bedding and put you in another cabin for the night, then figure out in the morning how
we’re going to get your stuff. We may have to drill out the lock, and it’s too late for that right now,
but don’t worry— it’ll all work out!”And on that upbeat note I went to get dressed, then out into
the snow-blown night to secure linens and a new key, walking to work in the dark. Captain of my
fate, master of all I surveyed.Chapter 2: A little slice of heavenDarrell Hess’s seminar was only
the first step in our self-education program, as Carin and I subsequently sought out the relatively
few books written on campground acquisition, scoured the internet for advice and signed up as
associate members of ARVC, an industry trade group. But we also discovered that we had a lot
to learn about our own expectations—that once we started putting flesh on a bare-bones idea,
each of us could end up with remarkably different ideas from the other, or from what we had



hazily contemplated a couple of decades earlier.The first big question was: where? Where did
we want to create our little paradise? If we were going to move, how much difference could there
be between a move of 300 miles and 3,000? And if the difference wasn’t all that great, why not
think about relocating to the lush rain forests of the Pacific northwest? Or the clean, arid sweep
of the desert southwest? What of the mountain vistas of the Rockies? All seemed alluring—to
me.Not so for Carin, who despite her past camping experiences harbors a deep distrust of
Mother Nature. Where I was exhilarated by wilderness and extreme landscapes, she saw
menace and danger. I had spent months over my lifetime backpacking in the High Sierra, the
Grand Canyon, Yellowstone, Mount Rainier and sections of the Appalachian Trail; Carin’s idea of
“roughing it,” as she told me from the very beginning of our relationship, was a motel with a black
and white TV. For her—and therefore for both of us—the thought of uprooting our lives and
moving to an area where we might be buffeted by forces beyond our control was a non-starter,
no matter how many fringe benefits might come with the location.So. No earthquakes (goodbye,
West Coast!). No hurricanes (so long, Gulf Coast!). Most critically—for someone who grew up in
western Illinois—absolutely no tornadoes (farewell to the Midwest!).By chance, we discovered
an on-line map that plotted exactly those variables. And while any of the unholy trinity can
conceivably occur almost anywhere, the map showed only two areas in the lower 48 that are
relatively earthquake-, tornado- and hurricane-free: the Four-Corners region of the American
southwest, and an area of the upper Appalachians extending into parts of Virginia, Ohio, New
York, and Pennsylvania. Our search now had a focus.Initially, we let our fingers do the walking,
exploring literally scores of campgrounds listed for sale on various websites and by half-a-dozen
or so brokers specializing in recreational properties. We quickly learned to screen prospects
through a handful of criteria: where is it located? how many acres? how many sites? how many
improved sites? how many seasonal campers? how long a season? what kind of owner
housing? And, always, how much do they want?
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Pam, “A great book about the ups and downs of owning an RV park.... I totally enjoyed this book.
We’ve been RVing for 3 years. We’re not super into the woods, sit around the campfire with no
internet; nor do we expect high speed internet with fast streaming capabilities when we are on
the road. Andy does a great job in explaining how camp ground owners are caught between the
2 extremes in a changing environment of camping. Somewhat reminiscent of “Don’t Stop the
Carnival” which was a novel about an American with a dream to leave the rat race and own a
hotel in the islands, the book talks to the upsides and downsides of living the dream of owning
an RV campsite. Definitely anyone considering “escaping” the rat race by owning an RV park
should read it. And I’d encourage other campers to read it and understand what their hosts are
often doing to keep their guests happy… and for anyone else… quick read, well written and both
educational and entertaining.”

Reeda, “Fast read, fascinating and no BS!. I must commend the author on such a concise, well
written book that was extremely interesting. Everything he says is true about the campground
industry. Sadly, inexperienced and entitled “campers” with new RVs are now the norm. I’m glad
he and his family got out when they did. They were the exception rather than the rule in terms of
the way they operated their campground. Highly recommend to anyone considering buying or
starting a campground, and to anyone who wants to read a really interesting book!”

Charlotte F. LeHecka, “An engrossing read!. The story of the life of a campground owner is so
well told, I actually read the book twice! I loved many of the pithy one-liners. And I was deeply
moved by the fact that the author walked his talk. He didn't just point out some of the deep
incongruencies within the industry;he also used his skills as a journalist to bring these issues
out in the open. As an end-user, reading RENTING DIRT gave me a lot to think about. What are
my expectations? Are they realistic?As a tent camper, many times it's the little things you really
appreciate. I was so grateful that at Walnut Hills, campers were actually permitted to wash their
dishes inside with warm water. Normally, we stay in state or national parks, so Walnut Hills was a
last minute change. What a wonderful surprise!During our five-day stint, my special needs
daughter and I met some awesome people--both campers like us and staff. One in particular--
named Tammy--greeted us each day with such a generous spirit. I was excited to see her
recognized in this book.While I understand the need for this side of the story to be told, I do
hope there's another book in there that captures some of the lighter, more heart-warming
memories of your family's experience as campground owners for those of us who thrive on
positive stories!”

Waterman, “So you want to own a campground.. A fast read detailing the trials and tribulations of
purchasing, running and selling a campground. It shows the difficulties that running a
campground can bring, as well a perspective from the other side of the checkin counter. We



stayed at Walnut Hills the last week of October 2020 and found it to be a nice resort even though
it was soggy that week. It was probably a real gem when it was drier. Wishing them the best of
luck  in their real retirement.”

Merlin Billings, “Andy is a straight shooter. A very interesting read. Goes straight to the heart of
what it is like to be an owner/operator of an RV campground. This was especially interesting to
me because I had stayed at Andy's campground at least three times while he was the owner. It's
a job I could never do because they have to put up with to much BS from (clueless) customers.”

EngineeringTiger, “Short summary of campground ownership. Well written and contains a fair
amount of details of the trials and tribulations of being an owner. Easy read finished in a few
hours. Not a great story teller. His background in journalism comes through in this book which
reads more like a long newspaper article. Could use more expansion. However it was
informative and worth the 3 bucks I paid.”

Sherry R Hickey, “Interesting Read. A good read. Entertaining and enlightening on the effort
needed to run a campground.”

The book by Andy Zipser has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 46 people have provided feedback.
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